
Private Label development



PL - Key issue in the format repositioning
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Price reduction The introduction of PL reduces the price of the average basket without 
decreasing the gross margin and improves at the same time the price image

Reduction of # SKUs Through the substitution of a good number of Tier-2 and Tier-3 brands

Concentration of 
purchasing volumes

Lower stocks Larger facings Higher productivity

Better control of margins 
and price positioning

The company can take control of the price positioning of PL products and 
control the margin by working with the price-quality relationship

Reinforce the value 
proposal

The value proposal of the Company is reinforced by the association of the 
values transmitted to customers

Wide, competitive and right price-quality relationship are key attributes of the PL for mass-market food retailers 
and should be one of the pivotal axes in the assortment definition

Proper positioning and development of the PL brings substantial advantages

Negotiation vs. suppliers PL as a tool to improve conditions of suppliers of branded goods



▪ PL’s main territory is in the ‘core of the market’, that is the assortment ranging from Leader brands up to the 

vicinity of entry price. 

▪ With a proper PL development, several of the 2nd, 3rd and 4th tier brands can be delisted, substituting them with a PL 

with higher quality and cheaper price. This will have a substantial impact in the reduction of the assortment, 

concentration of purchasing volumes and in-store productivity. The PL range can also be a good option for some 

customers to trade-down from leader brands, giving retailers the opportunity to have more flexibility to build-up the 

pricing policy 

▪ PL should offer better quality-price relationship in the target category. If the target is Leader brands, our PL 

should have similar quality with a substantial discount in price (25-40%). This is the way to differentiate the PL from 2nd

and 3rd tier brands that offer cheaper prices but lower quality. 

Private label - Positioning strategy
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- price

- margin

PL TERRITORY

Premium 
Brand

Leader 
Brand

Entry 
Price

+ price

+ margin

Entry Price

▪ PL can be used to be the cheapest option for 

customers. However, this is a ‘niche’ in the 

assortment and should not normally be the core 

target for the PL strategy.

▪ Most retailers tend to use a different brand or 

‘exclusive names’ to differentiate these products from 

its core PL range.

Leader and other manufacturer brands

▪ There are a wide range of options from entry price 

products to leader brands, with different positioning in 

price and quality. We call them 2nd, 3rd ,4th tier brands, 

which have lower quality and are less well known and 

marketed than leader brands. 

PL Territory



PL price positioning vs. national brands - Benchmarking
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PL price gag vs. national brands – %

EUROPE EMERGING LATAM

The degree of competitiveness in the market, the concentration of players and the development of suppliers 
determine the PL price gap vis-a-vis national brands. LATAM countries show the smaller gap with Brazil as the 

country with the lowest price gap



PL penetration by countries
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PL is growing in virtually all geographies. The countries with the highest penetration, sales of PL represent more 
than 30% of total FMCG market 
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Long-termMid-termShort-term

Full analysis of quality, price and 
positioning of current PL

Delisting those 
products not 

meeting 
standards

Price 
repositioning of 

products 
accepted

Revision and speed-up of PL SKUs on 
the pipeline

Improve in-store positioning and 
advertisement of the PL

Fit-in PL in the overall new assortment 
strategy (reduction of # SKUs)

The first step is focused on:

▪ The streamlining and repositioning of the existent PL 
assortment along with the speed-up of the absolute number and 
the quality of PL SKUs currently on the pipeline (if any).

▪ In-depth analysis of the assortment and decision on the 
desired role of the PL.

We see 3 major tasks at this stage:

▪ Analysis of the quality of current PL products and price 
positioning in order to delist those items not meeting the quality 
standards. Those with insufficient price gap must be renegotiated 
with suppliers taking advantage of future larger volumes due to 
the assortment reduction.

▪ Revisit price positioning vis-à-vis leader national brands (in the 
range of 25-35%).

▪ Evaluation of packaging improvements (products and boxes), 
in-store exposition and advertisement policy of the PL to increase 
its visibility and perception as a ‘value option’ for customers.

PL repositioning - Need for a short, mid and long-term strategy (i)

In order to reposition the PL and transform it in a key competitive driver, a 3-phase approach must be followed



PL repositioning - Need for a short, mid and long-term strategy (ii)
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Long-termMid-termShort-term

Modernization  of PL image

Introduction of new SKUs under new 
brands with proper advertising and 

promotional activities

Review the structure and procedures 
for PL development and monitoring

▪ As a mid-term goal we envisage the modernization of PL products
and the negotiation with PL suppliers about the new (and higher) 
volumes due to the assortment reduction process.

▪ We can take advantage of this process to introduce improvements in 
the packaging especially intended to prepare our PL to be directly 
placed on the shelves.

▪ A strong quality and correct positioning in the assortment of PL are key 
when using a brand that customers will identify as a ‘Company’ product. 
The Company should review the procedures for PL development
(quality, price, packaging, service conditions...), PL monitoring (quality, 
acceptance by clients) and set-up strong standards for the negotiation 
with suppliers.

Renegotiation with suppliers: new 
volumes and packaging

Category 
Management 

and Marketing

Product 
engineering

Quality 
assurance

Packaging
Suppliers 
auditing

Standard PL 
dossier

Call for bids, 
standard 

tender dossier

Standard 
auditing 

procedures

Standard 
consumer’s 

panels

Quality checks 
and penalties

Organization

Procedures



PL repositioning - Need for a short, mid and long-term strategy (iii)
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Long-termMid-termShort-term

Massive sourcing review

National 
suppliers

International 
sourcing

More sophisticated SKUs to be 
introduced in the assortment

New long-term relationship structure 
for key suppliers

▪ In the long-term, we will take an in-depth revision of all PL 
negotiation  strategy, favouring the international sourcing of 
several categories with large international specialists (cleaning, 
personal care, chocolate, ice cream...), taking advantage of the increase 
of purchasing volumes of PL due to the overall assortment 
reduction and the increase of PL participation on sales.

▪ For domestic suppliers, we believe that the setting-up of a long term 
strategy relationship with key suppliers, signing agreements for a 
duration of 3-5 years, will allow the Company to negotiate quality, price 
and packaging issues and to have access to a better price-quality 
relationship and reliable suppliers.

▪ Tenders and auctions procedures should be adjusted to fit-in this 
new strategy. Top-level negotiations with key suppliers and international 
companies must prevail over short-term auctions based on best price.

▪ In the long term, once established a good pool of suppliers we foresee the 
introduction of more sophisticated and innovative PL products, to 
strengthen the image of PL as a central part of Company’s value 
proposal.

In-depth revision of negotiation and 
tenders procedures
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PL and assortment repositioning - Case studies
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The rapid increase in the number of PL SKUs in the period 2005-
2010 (2.4x) and the introduction on new PL lines (5 new lines in 

2005-2010) had a limited impact on the PL penetration that 
progressed only 1.4x. 

The repositioning of PL along with the assortment revision 
and reduction of depth allowed Mercator (leading retailer in 
the Balkans area) to increase PL penetration by 16pp in 3 

years

+2.9pp

+15.5pp

PL penetration after repositioning – % salesPL penetration and SKUs before repositioning – % sales
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In-depth repositioning from standard supermarket to 

limited assortment supermarket:

▪ Strong assortment reduction

▪ Massive investment in price reductions

▪ Redesign and massive deployment of a highly 

sophisticated and best-quality price ratio PL

▪ Move to EDLP

▪ In-depth operational improvements (LCO- low cost 

operator)

Before

+18pp
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